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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Banach spaces X whose duals are isometric to an L1(p) space 
for some measure p play a central role in Banach space theory. 
Our purpose in the present paper is to prove some results, on the 
classification of these spaces, which complement the discussions in 
the literature, in particular the discussion in [S]. It has been observed 
by Semadeni [12] that, by the results of [8] and the theory of Choquet 
simplexes (cf [II]), the spaces X for which X* is an L, space, and 
whose unit cell B(X) h ave at least one extreme point, coincide with 
the spaces of affine continuous functions on Choquet simplexes. 
These spaces were studied extensively in recent years by several 
authors. Our main interest here is to study those classes of spaces X 
with X* = L, for which the unit cell B(X) does not have in general 
an extreme point. We shall consider only Banach spaces over the 
reals. 
Let us first introduce the definitions of the classes of spaces we 
intend to study: 
C(K) = The spaces of continuous functions on compact Hausdorff 
spaces K. 
* Supported by N.S.F. Grant GP-8175. 
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C&M) = The spaces of continuous functions which vanish at 
infinity on locally compact spaces LK. 
A(S) = The spaces of affine continuous functions on Choquet 
simplexes S. 
C,(K) = The spaces consisting of all the continuous functions on 
compact Hausdorff spaces K which satisfy f(ok) = --f(K) for every 
k E K, where 0 is a homeomorphism of K onto itself whose square 
is the identity. 
C,(K) = The class of those C,(K) spaces for which (3 is fixed 
point free. 
il4 spaces = The spaces which are isometric to sublattices of C(K) 
spaces. 
G spaces = The spaces which can be represented as a subspace of 
some C(K) space consisting of all the functions which satisfy a set A 
of relations of the form 
k,l, Aa2 E K, h, scalar, aE.4. U-1) 
The C,(K) spaces were introduced and studied by Jerison [5]. 
Jerison (whose work is based on some earlier work of Arens and 
Kelley [Z]) obtained abstract characterizations of C(K), C,(LK), 
C,(K) and C,(K) spaces. The results of Jerison are presented in 
Day’s book ([2], pp. 87-93). 
The M spaces were introduced by Kakutani [6]. Kakutani proved 
that a Banach space is an M space if and only if it is isometric to a 
subspace of some C(K) consisting of all the functions which satisfy 
a set of relations of the form (1.1) with all the h, nonnegative. 
The G spaces were introduced by Grothendieck [3]. Grothendieck 
conjectured that the G spaces are the most general spaces whose 
duals are L, spaces. While it is quite easy to verify that the dual of 
every G space is an L, space ([8], p. 80) it turns out that the converse 
is false ([??I, p. 81). 
The relation between the classes of spaces defined above is clarified 
by the following diagram. 
In the diagram A --f B means that the class A is included in the 
class B. The validity of the diagram follows from the results mentioned 
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above. (The fact that C(K) -+ C,(K) follows from the observation 
that if H = K u K is a disjoint union of two copies of K and if 
u : H -+ H is the map which assigns to each point k in the first 
summand of H the corresponding point in the second summand 
and conversely, then C(K) is isometric to C,,(H). The fact that 
C,(LK) -+ C,,(K) is justified in a similar manner.) 
In Section 2 we observe that the results of [.5] and [S] provide a 
complete answer to the question: What is the intersection of any two 
classes in the diagram above ? 
In Section 3 we prove that the C,(K) are exactly those spaces with 
Xx = L, for which the set ext B(X*) is w*-compact. Thus in 
particular the conjecture of Grothendieck mentioned above is true 
for spaces X with ext B(X*) w*-compact. The second result proved 
in Section 3 is an abstract characterization of G spaces which 
generalizes Kakutani’s theorem on M spaces. 
It is well known (cf [3], [S]) that if X* is an L, space and Y is a 
subspace of X on which there is a projection of norm 1 then also 
Y* = L, . Thus a natural question which arises is this: Assume that X 
belongs to one of the classes. What can be said about Y? An answer 
to this question for all classes except A(S) is given in Section 4. In this 
section we also prove that a norm one projection from a Banach space 
Y onto a subspace, which has an L, dual, can be extended to some 
superspace of Y which also has an L, dual. 
The final section of the paper is devoted to some remarks and 
open problems. 
2. INTERSECTION OF CLASSES 
The intersection of the classes defined in the introduction are 
completely determined by 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) G n A(S) = C(K) 
(ii) C,,(LK) n C,(K) = C(K) 
(iii) M n C,(K) = C,(LK) 
Proof. In ([d], p. 80) t p i is roved that a G space whose unit cell 
has an extreme point is a C(K) space. This is the same as statment (i) 
of the proposition in view of the characterization of A(S) spaces 
mentioned in the introduction. 
For the proof of part (ii) we need only the fact (proved in [.5]) 
that if X = C,(K) then the extreme points of B(X*) are exactly 
the evaluation functionals i(f) = f(k), k E K, f E X corresponding 
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to the points k with ok # k. Hence if X = C,(K) with (T fixed point 
free then ext B(X*) in its w*-topology is homeomorphic to K and 
thus compact. It is easily seen and well known that if X = C,,(LK) 
and ext B(X*) is w*-compact then LK is compact. Thus (ii) follows. 
Proof of (iii). Let X be an n/r space, i.e. assume X is a sublattice 
of C(H) for some compact HausdorfI H. Every point in ext B(X*) is 
of the form h(f) = f(h) f or some h E H or of the form -h(f ). Thus 
ext B(X*) = A u --I? where 
A = {x*; x* E ext B(X*), x*(f) 3 0 for everyf > O}. 
Clearly i?? and -A are disjoint and closed in the relative w*-topology of 
ext B(X*). Assume now that X is represented as C,(K) for some 
K and u. Then (see the proof of (ii)) K = K, u K, u K, , where 
K, = {k; u(k) = k}, K, = {k; f(k) = h(f) for some h E A} and 
K, = (k;f(k) = --h(f) f or some h E A). The sets Ki are mutually 
disjoint and UK, = K, . This easily implies that X = C,(LK) (see 
[4, p. 93). 
3. Two CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS 
Our first aim in this section is to prove the characterization of C,(K) 
spaces mentioned in the introduction. The proof will be based on 
results of [7] and [I3]. W e need some definitions. Let h > 1; a Banach 
space X is called a 9, space if for every Y 3 X there is a projection 
from Y onto X with norm <A. A Banach space X is called an J+< 
space if it can be represented as X = UaEA E, where the (Em}rreA form 
a net (directed by inclusion) of finite-dimensional subspaces of X 
each of which is a 8, space. The following structure theorem for 
Banach spaces whose duals are L, spaces was proved in [7]. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a Banach space. Then X* is isometric to an L, 
space if and only if X is an NA space for every h > 1. 
Let X C Y be Banach spaces; X is said to be a weakly separating 
subspace of Y if each x* G ext B(X*) h as a unique norm preserving 
extension to Y. Define 
cb(X) = (y* E ext B(Y*), y* restricted to X is in ext B(X*)}. 
The next result (the “generalized Korovkin theorem”) was proved 
in [23]. 
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LEMMA 2. Let XC Y be Banach spaces. Assume that X is a weakly 
separating subspace of Y, that cb(X) := exr B( Y*) and that ext B( I’*) 
is w*-compact. Let {Te}lIEA be a uet of operators of norm I dejined OH Y. 
If lim, /j T,x - 2c I/ = 0 f OY every x E -Y then also lim, /) T,y - J’ // = 0 
for every y E Y. 
Let X be a Banach space and let K = K(X) be the w* closure of 
est B(X*). Let u be the homeomorphism defined on K by ok = -k. 
Then X has a natural embedding into C,(K). 
LEMMA 3. X is a weakly separating subspace of C,(K(X)). 
Proof. By the definition of K = K(X) the subspace X of C,(K(X)) 
separates the points of K. Since all the extreme points of B(C,,(K)*) 
are point evaluations at some point of K, the restrictions of two 
elements in ext B(C,(K)*) to X can coincide only if the two elements 
were the same to begin with. 
We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM 1. A Banach space X is a C,(K) space if and onZy if X” 
is an L, space and ext B(X*) is w*-compact. 
Proof. From the remarks made in the introduction and Section 2 
it follows that if X = C,(K) with u fixed point free then X* = L1(p) 
for some measure p and ext B(X*) is w*-compact (it is homeomorphic 
to K). Hence we have only to prove the converse. 
Let X be a Banach space whose dual is an L, space. Let K = K(X) 
be the set ext B(X*) which according to our assumption is w*- 
compact. Let ok = -k for k E K. Clearly D has no fixed points. 
We intend to prove that the canonical embedding of X into C,(K) 
is an onto mapping. Let A be the set of all pairs (E, n) with E a finite 
dimensional subspace of X and n an integer. We order A by 
(E, > n,> < (E, 9 n2) if E, C E, and nr < n2 . Since X is an A, space 
for every h > 1 (cf. Lemma 1) there is for every a = (E, n) E A a 
subspace E, of X containing E which is a 9’I+l~n space. ([8], 
Lemma 3.1, page 21). Let P, be a projection of norm <I + 1,‘n from 
C,(K) onto E, . The net P,,;il P, (laEA of operators in C,(K) are such 
that P,x;(I P, I( tends (in the norm topology) to x for every x E X. 
By Lemma 2 lim, P&II P, 11 = f for every f E C,(K) (use Lemma 3 
in verifying that all the conditions in the statement of Lemma 2 hold 
in the present situation). The range of every operator P, is in X and 
hence X = C,(K). This concludes the proof. 
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As a corollary to Theorem 1 we get the following result which was 
proved in ([8], p. 76). 
COROLLARY. A Banach space X is a C(K) space if and only if 
(i) X* is an L, space 
(ii) ext B(X*) is w*-compact 
(iii) ext B(X) f D. 
We pass now to the characterization of G spaces. 
THEOREM 2. A Banach space X is a G space ;f and only iffor every 
x, y E X there is a u E X such that 
x*(u) = max(x*(x), x*(y), 0) + min(x*(x), x*(y), 0) (3.1) 
for every x* E ext B(X*). 
The fact that the operation max + min plays an important role 
in the study of G spaces was observed already in [S]. It is a natural 
generalization of the lattice operations (i.e. max or min) which appear 
in the study of M spaces. Before proving Theorem 2 we shall state a 
variant of it. 
THEOREM 2’. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space and let X be a 
closed linear subspace of C(K). Let A be the set of all relations of the 
f orm 
f(ka’) = 4zf~h9, A, scalar, kal, k,2 E K (3.2) 
which are valid for every f E X. Then X coincides with the set of all 
functions which satisfy all the relations (3.2) ;f and only if 
We prove first that Theorem 2’ implies Theorem 2. Since for 
every three functions 
2fi + m=@,fi -fi ,f3 -fd + mi409f2 -fi ,f3 -fd 
= max(fi ,fi ,fJ + mWfl ,fi ,f3h 
condition (3.3) is equivalent to 
fi,fiEX~max(O,f,,f,)+min(O,f,,f,)EX. (3.4) 
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Assume that X is a G space i.e . X is a subspace of C(K) consisting of 
all the functions which satisfy a set A of relations of the form (3.2). 
Every x* E ext B(X*) is of the form a+*(f) = &f(k) for some k E K 
and a suitable sign. Thus if f, g E X then the element 
u = max(O,.f,g) + min(O,f,g) 
(which belongs to X by Theorem 2’) will be the element required 
in (3.1). 
Conversely, assume that for every x, y E X there is a u E X for 
which (3.1) holds. By continuity (3.1) holds for every x* in 
K = eu*-closure of ext B(X*). Thus if we represent X in the canonical 
way as a subspace of C(K), X will satisfy (3.4) and by Theorem 2’ X is 
a G space. 
Proof of Theorem 2’. A straightforward varification shows that a 
subspace X of C(K), consisting of all the functions which satisfy a set 
of equations of the form (3.2), satisfies (3.3). The proof of the converse 
will be based on some lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let X be a subspace of C(K) which satisJies (3.3). Then 
for evflyf, (g&L in X the function y defined by 
if I fWl G mjn I gd4I 
if f(k) > yin I g&l 
if f(k) <: -yin IgN 
also belongs to X. 
Proof. Use induction on n and the identity 




-161 if a<-161 
which is valid for every real a and b. 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a subspace of C(K) satisfring (3.3). Let f E C(K) 
be a function which satis$es all the relations (3.2) which are sattijied by 
every function in X. Let k, E K and E > 0 be given. Then there is a 
g E X such that 
&J = f&3) (3.5) 
Id4l < IfW + c for every k E K (3.6) 
g(k) f (4 < 0 e- I d4I d 6 (3.7) 
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Proof. By our assumption on f there is for every k E K a 
function g, E X such that g,(k) = f(K) and g&J = f(k,). By the 
compactness of K there are a finite number of points {&}T=“=, in K 
such that minrGiGn 1 g,,(k)\ < 1 f (k)l + E for every K E K. By 
Lemma 4 there is an h E X such that 
if I gk,P>I G z$zn I gk,Wl 
otherwise. 
The function h satisfies (3.5) and (3.6) but in general not (3.7). 
Let p be a point in K such that h(p)f(p) < 0. Since h(k,) = f(k,), 
it follows that none of the equations (3.2) is of the form f(p) = hf(k,) 
for some A. Hence there is a function FP E X such that F,(p) = 0 
andF,(k,) = f(K,). It is clear that such anFp exists also if h(p) f(p) = 0. 
By the compactness of R = {k; h(k)f(K) < 0} it follows that there are 
{p,)& in g such that minlGiGm 1 F,,(k)I < E for k E R. By applying 
Lemma 4 to the functions h and (F,I)E”=, we get a function g which 
satisfies (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7). 
We shall now introduce an ad hoc definition which will simplify 
the notation in the rest of the proof. For two real numbers a and b put 
a if lal3lbl 
aUb= b 
I 
if IbJ>]al and ab 2 0 (3-S) 
2a + b if lbl>la and ab (0. 
For two functions f and g we define f 0 g by f 0 g(k) = f(k) !J g(k). 
LEMMA 6. Let X be a subspace of C(K) satisfying (3.3). Then 
f, gcX*f q gEX. 
Proof. Use the identity a q b = max(a, c, 0) + min(a, c, 0) where 
c = max(a, b, 0) + min(a, b, 0). 
We return to the proof of Theorem 2’. Let X be a subspace of 
C(K) satisfying (3.3). Let X1 be the subspace of C(K) consisting of all 
the functions which satisfy all the relations of the form (3.2) which 
are valid for every function in X. Let f E X, be any element of norm 1. 
By Lemma 5 there is for every p E K a function g, E X such that 
I 
&%~I4 = f(P), I &ml G I ml + w for every K, 
&W.m < 0 => I &voI -c l/8- P*% 
By the compactness of 
G = {k If@)1 > l/2) (3.10) 
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there exist {p&r in Kr such that 
, g& I &l,(k) - f@)l -G 1 /a for kEk;. (3.11) 
Put 
4 = g,, , 4n+1 = kn q &m+l m = I, 2 ,..., 72 - 1. 
Since ( a q b 1 < max( / a 1, 1 b I) it follows that 
I kn(k)l G IfWl + 0 kcK, ?Fl = l,..., n. (3.13) 
We shall prove by induction on m that 
kn(k)f(k) < 0 => I bn(k)l < l/8. (3.14) 
For m = 1 (3.14) follows from (3.9). Assume that (3.14) is valid 
for m. For points k for which h,+,(k) is either h,(k) or gpm+l(k), (3.14) 
is clearly valid also for m + 1. Hence we have to consider only points k 
for which k,+,(k) = 2/r,(k) + gDm+l(k). For such points k (cf. (3.8)) 
L(k) gll,+,@) < 0 and I gpm+l(k>I 3 I Mk)l. W(4 gpm+lW < 0 then, 
by (3.9), l/8 >, lgp,+,(k)l 3 I k,,,+i(k)/ and (3.14) holds for m + 1. 
If f(k)gpm+l(k) > 0, then f(k) h,(k) < 0 and thus by the induction 
hypothesis j h,(k)1 < 1%. Thus if in addition h,+,(k)f(k) < 0 (i.e. 
sign h,+,(k) = sign h,(k)), then 
I kt+,(k)I = 2 I M4l - lg,,+,@)l G I Uk)I < l/f& 
and again (3.14) holds for m + 1. This concludes the proof of (3.14). 
We prove next, and again by induction on m, that 
I h,(k) - f(k)1 < 3/g if k E Kl and I ~2~ I g,,(k) - f(k)1 d l/8- 
(3.15) 
This is clear for m = 1. Assume that (3.15) holds for m. Let k E Kl 
be such that min l<i<m+l I g&l - f(k)1 < 4’8. If 
,$zm Ig,,(k) -f(k)1 -=c V3
then by the induction hypothesis ) h,(k) -f(k)] < 3/8; and thus 
I k,(k)1 b If(k)\ - 3/8 3 l/S. Hence either 1 gp,+l(k)I < j h,(k)\, and 
h,+,(k) = h,(k); or I gp,+,(k>l > I &#)I, with slgnf(k) = sign hdk)= 
signgpm+l(k), and h,+,(k) = gpm+l(k). In both cases (3.15) holds for 
m + 1 (for the latter case use (3.9)). 
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To conclude the inductive proof of (3.15) we have to consider now a 
point k E K, for which / gp,+l(k) -f(k)\ < l/8. For such a point 
/ gPm+Jk)I > l/2 - l/S > 18, and hence by (3.9) gpm+,(k)f(k) > 0. 
If h,(k)f(k) < 0, then, by (3.14), / h,,(k)\ < l/8; and hence 
’ hwl+,(4 -ml = I 2Mk) + &I,“+#4 -- fW 
If h,(k)f(k) > 0, then h,+,(k) is either gl,m+,(k) (and (3.15) is clearly 
valid for m + 1) or h,,, (k) = h,Jk). In the latter case h,+,(k)f(k) > 0 
and I h,+,(k)/ > I gpm+,(k>l >, I f(k)1 - 1 8, so that by (3.13) we get, 
again, the validity of (3.15) for m + 1. 
Consider now the function h,? E X. For k E K1 we get by (3.11) and 
(3.15) that 1 h,(k) -f(k)] < 3,8. Fork E Km K, , / h,(k) -f(k)\ < 5;‘8 
by (3.10), (3.13) and (3.14). Hence /I h, -fll < 5i8. 
Theorem 2’ now easily follows. In fact assume that X is a proper 
subspace of X, . Since X is closed in X, , there would exist anf e X1 
with ilfll = 1 and inf{l\ f - h 11, h E X> > 3/4. However, the argument 
above shows that no such f exists. 
4. PROJECTIONS OF NORM 1 
Let B be a set of Banach spaces. By T(B) we denote the set of those 
Banach spaces X for which there is a YE B with Y 3 X so that there 
is a projection of norm 1 from Y onto X. Clearly r(n-(B)) = n(B) for 
every set B of Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 3. 
(i) rr(C(K)) = +C,(LK)) = 7r(C,(K)) = z-(C,(K)) = C,(K). 
(ii) r(M) = z-(G) = G. 
Proof. For proving assertion (i) it is clearly enough to show that 
~(C(K)) = C,(K) and r(C(K)) 3 C,(K). For the second of these 
assertions we have only to observe that for every K and u the operator 
fW) = (.W -f@kNP 
is a projection of norm 1 from C(K) onto C,(K). Thus to prove (i) 
we have only to show that if X C C,(K) and there is a projection P of 
norm 1 from C,,(K) onto X then X = C,(H) for suitable H and 6. 
We may assume that X separates the points of K. Indeed, define an 
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equivalence relation R on K by kRk of(k) = f(h) for every f E X. 
Let Kl be the topological quotient space K:R. Define o1 : K1 -+ Kl 
by f(a,k) = -f(k), k E Kl , f E X. It is easily verified that u1 is a well 
defined homeomorphism of Kl onto itself whose square is the identity, 
and that with obvious identifications X C Ccl(K,) C C,(K). Thus we 
can replace (K, c~) by (Kl , uJ. Since X separates the points of K1 , 
there is no loss of generality in assuming that X separates the points 
of K. 
Let H be the closure of those points k E K such that k(f) = f(K), 
f E X, is an element in ext B(X*), and let 6 be the restriction of (r to H 
(it is clear that oH = o-lH = H). We claim that the restriction map 
T : C,(K) -+ C,(H) maps X isometrically onto C,(H). Clearly the 
restriction of T to X is an isometry. Let g E C,(H). By Tietze’s 
theorem g has an extension g to a continuous function on K. The 
function e(R) = (g(k) - ,&ok))/2 belongs to C,(K) and satisfies 
T6’ = g. Let u = P/E X. We claim that Tu = g. Indeed, let k E K 
be such that k E ext B(X*). Then P*k ’ IS a norm preserving extension 
of 6 to a functional on C,(K). Since X separates the points of K, 
& has a unique norm preserving extension (cf. Lemma 3) and therefore 
P*h(f) = f(k) for every f E C,(K). Hence 
g(k) = t(k) = P*&(t) = u(k) if R E ext B(X*). 
Those points k are dense in H. Hence Tu = g and this concludes the 
proof of (i). 
Proof of (ii). Let Y be a G space, and let X be a subspace of Y 
onto which there is a projection P of norm 1. Let x1 , x2 E X be given. 
By Theorem 2 there is a u E Y such that 
y*(u) = m=+*(3), Y*M 0) + min(r*(xd, y*W, 0) 
for every y* E ext B( Y*). We claim that 
(4.1) 
P*x*(u) = x*(h) = max(x*(x,), x*(x2), 0) + min(x*(xJ, x*(x,), 0) (4.2) 
for every x* E ext B(X*). Indeed let x* E ext B(X*) be given and let 
K be the set of all the norm preserving extensions of x* to Y. Clearly, 
K is convex and w*-compact, P*x* E K, and ext KC ext B( Y*). 
Since (4.1) holds for every y* E ext K and the right hand side of (4.1) 
is independent of the choice of y* in K, it follows that (4.2) holds. 
By Theorem 2, this proves that X is a G space. 
To conclude the proof of (ii) we have to show that VT(M) 3 G. Let X 
be a subspace of some C(K) consisting of all the functions which 
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satisfy the set of equations (1.1). Let H = K1 u K, be the disjoint 
union of two copies of K. We denote the points of Kr by (k, I), k E K 
and similarly for K, . Let Y be the subspace of C(H) consisting of all 
the functions which satisfy the relations 
f(bl, 1) = 4Lw,2, l), a E A with A, >, 0 
f(kal, 1) = --h,f(kcL2, 2), a EA with A, <0 
Clearly Y is an M space. The operator T : X -+ Y defined by 
Tf(k, 1) = f(k) = -Tf(k, 2), k E K is an isometry. The operator 
P: Y--+Ydefinedby 
pm 1) = --pm 2) = (“w, 1) -f(k w2, kEK 
is a projection of norm 1 from Y onto TX. This concludes the proof 
of Theorem 3. 
The following is an immediate consequence of part (i) of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY. Let X be a subspace of C(K) such that there is a 
projection of norm 1 from C(K) onto X. Then X = C(H) for some H 
if and only if ext B(X) f 0. 
Remark. We did not find a characterization of x(/l(S)). 
Our second theorem on projections of norm 1 in spaces whose duals 
are L, , though not directly connected to the classification question, 
arose from our study of classification problems and may play a role 
in further study of the problems treated here. The setting for the 
theorem is this: Let Y 1 X be given Banach spaces; under what 
conditions does there exist a Banach space 2 ‘I> Y such that Z* is an 
L, space and there is a projection of norm 1 from 2 onto X ? Clearly, 
necessary conditions for the existence of such a 2 are that X* is an 
L, space and that there is a projection of norm 1 from Y onto X. 
It turns out that these necessary conditions are already sufficient. 
THEOREM 4. Let Y 3 X be Banach spaces such that X* is an L, 
space and there is a projection of norm 1 from Y onto X. Then there is a 
Banach space 23 Y such that Z* is an L, space and there is a projection of 
norm 1 from Z onto X. 
For the proof of Theorem 4 it is convenient to use the following 
geometric characterization of spaces whose duals are L, spaces (cf. [8], 
Theorem 6.1). 
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LEMMA 7. The dual of a Banach space X is isometric to an L, space 
if and only zf for every four cells 
Bx(X, , 7i) = {X E X; 1) .V - d”i /j < Yi), i = 1,2,3,4, 
in X which are mutually intersecting (i.e. I/ x, - x, /I < ri + rj for i # j) 
we have fit=, B,(xi , ri) f i~i. 
We shall need also two further lemmas. 
LEMMA 8. Let Y 3 X be Banach spaces such that there is a 
projection P of norm 1 from Y onto X. Let {B,(yi , 7i)}~zI be four 
mutually intersecting cells in Y such that /I Pyi /I < ri for every i. Then 
there is a Banach space 
f$=, Bobi 9 ri> f 0 
U 3 Y with dim U/Y = 1 such that 
and there is a projection P of norm 1, from U 
onto X, which extends P. 
Proof. Let U be the linear space spanned by Y and an additional 
vector, say u. We introduce in U a norm by taking as its unit cell the 
convex hull of the unit of Y and {&(u - yi):iri , i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
It is easily seen that on Y the new norm agrees with the given norm, 
that (1 u - yi jl < ri , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and that P(y + AU) = P(y), 
y E Y, h scalar, is a projection of norm 1 from U onto X which 
extends P. 
By the density character of a Banach space X we understand the 
smallest cardinal number m so that X has a dense set with car- 
dinality m. 
LEMMA 9. Let Y 3 X be Banach spaces such that there is a 
projection P of norm 1 from Y onto X and such that X* is an L, space. 
Let m be the density character of Y and let Y be a dense subset of Y with 
cardinality m. Then there exists a Banach space U 3 Y and a projection P 
of norm 1 from U onto X such that 
(i) The density character of U is m. 
(ii) The restriction of P to Y is P. 
(iii) for every four mutually intersecting cells {B,(yi , ri)};Lzl in Y 
whose centers yi belong to k’ there is a u E U such that /I u - yi 11 < ri 
for every i. 
Proof. Let {B,(yg’, 7iE)}:=:1 , f < 7 be a well ordering of all the 
collection of four mutually intersecting cells in Y with centers in Y 
(8 runs over all ordinal less than r] where TJ is the first ordinal of 
cardinality m). Put E; = Y and PI = P. For 1 < 5 < 7 we shall 
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construct inductively Banach spaces U,1 Y and projections P, of 
norm 1 from U, onto X such that for T < f, U, 1 U, and P, is the 
restriction of P, to U, . Assume the construction was done for every 
7 < f. If .$ is a limiting ordinal we take as U, the completion of 
uTCc UT and as P, the unique operator on U, whose restriction to 
U, is P, for every T < t. If 8 = T + 1 for some T, we consider the 
four cells {By(yiT, riT)}$=i . Since 11 yi’ - yj’ 1) < riT + rj’ for every i 
and j, and X* is an L, space; we get, by Lemma 7, that there is an 
x E X such that /I x - PyiT (I < ri7 for every i. By Lemma 8 there is a 
Banach space UC 3 U, with dim U,/UT = 1 and a projection P, of 
norm 1 from U, to X which extends P, so that 
and hence fit=, B 
Uf 
(yiT, ~~7) # m. This concludes the inductive 
construction. The Banach space U = U,, satisfies all the requirements 
in the statement of the lemma (with P,, as P). 
We pass now to the proof of Theorem 4 itself. Put Yi = Y, PI = P 
and let Y1 be a dense set of Y whose cardinality is the density character 
of Y. By Lemma 9 we can construct inductively for every integer n 
a Banach space Y, 1 Y a projection P,, of norm 1 from Y, onto X 
and a dense set Yn of Y, such that: 
(i) Y,+l 1 Ym , Pntl 1 Ym , n = 1, 2, 3 ,... 
(ii) The restriction of P,+l to Y, is P, , n = 1, 2,... 
(iii) Whenever {Y~}:=~ E I’, with 11 yi - yi /I < ri + ri for every 
i andj and suitable positive (ri}L1 , then there is a u E Y,,, such that 
11 u - yi I/ < rz for every i. 
Let 2 be the completion of lJz=i Y, and let P be the unique operator 
on Z which extends every P, . Any four mutually intersecting cells 
in 2 with centers in the dense subset U, Yn have a non-empty 
intersection. By ([8], L emma 4.2) the same is true for every four 
mutually intersecting cells in 2. Hence by Lemma 7,Z* is an L, space. 
Remarks. (1) The proof of Theorem 4 shows that the Z we con- 
structed has the same density character as Y. Thus in particular if Y 
is separable, Z can also be taken as a separable space. The proof 
shows also that the projection of norm 1 from Z onto X can be taken 
as an extension of the given projection from Y onto X. 
(2) Theorem 4 and its proof carry over without any change to the 
class of spaces X which have the following property: Every three 
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mutually intersecting cells in X have a common point. This class of 
spaces which was studied in ([8], Chapter IV) contains the most 
important nonreflexive Banach spaces (namely L, spaces and spaces 
whose duals are L, spaces). A satisfactory representation theory for 
these spaces is, however, lacking. 
(3) Without essentially changing the proof of the theorem we can 
obtain the following stronger result. If Y is a Banach space there 
exists a Banach space 2 which contains Y and has an L, dual. Further- 
more if X has an L, dual any linear mapping of Y into X can be 
extended with the same norm to a mapping from 2 into X. Thus if, 
for example, Y = II we get a separable space Z with an L, dual such 
that every other space of this type is isometric to a quotient space of Z. 
5. REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
a. Besides the classes mentioned in the introduction there are some 
other classes of spaces whose duals are L, spaces which have been 
discussed in the literature. It would be desirable to know their 
relation to the classes discussed in the present paper. 
The spaces whose duals are L, spaces were characterized in [3] and 
[S] by the possibility of extending compact operators defined on them 
or having those spaces as a range space. In Chapter VII of [S] it was 
shown that by considering some natural variants of the extension 
properties which characterize all the spaces whose duals are L, 
spaces one gets characterizations of polyhedral spaces whose duals 
are L, spaces (a Banach space is called polyhedral if the unit cell of 
every finite-dimensional subspace of it is a polyhedron). We shall 
denote by POL the class of all polyhedral X with X* = L, . The 
simplest representative of POL is c, . In ([8], p. 103) a general class 
of POL spaces is defined. All these examples are G spaces. We do 
not know whether every POL space is a G space. Let us remark 
that clearly r(POL) = POL. 
Let us also remark that C,,(K) n POL consists exactly of the spaces 
c,(r) (=the spaces of all the functions on an abstract space r which 
vanish at infinity). To prove this we have to use the easily verified 
fact that if in a C,(K) space X there is a non-isolated K E K with 
o(K) # k, then X has a subspace isometric to the space c of all 
convergent sequences, which is not polyhedral. Thus by Theorem 3 
the spaces c,,(r) are the only polyhedral spaces on which there is a 
projection of norm 1 from a suitable C(K) space. 
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In the paper [4] Gurari gives an abstract construction of a separable 
Banach space X which has some remarkable properties. It is easily 
seen that the dual of this X is an L, space. It would be very interesting 
to have a concrete representation of this space. 
b, The structure theorem for spaces whose duals are L, spaces, 
stated here as Lemma 1, takes a stronger form for separable spaces 
(cf. [9] and [7]): A separable Banach space X satisfies X* = L, if 
and only if X has a monotone basis (cf. [2], p. 67) {xi}& such that 
for every n the span of (x$=r is isometric to /,- = (the space of n 
tuples h = (X, ,..., h,) of reals with 1) h jj = maxi ) hi 1). In other 
words, the most general separable space whose dual is an L, space is 
of the form X = uz’i E, with E, C E, C -*- and E, is isometric to 
tan for every n. 
Let ei , 1 < i Q n, be the vector in /,m whose ith coordinate is 1 
and all other coordinates are 0. A set {z&1 in {an will be called a 
regular basis in e, n if ui = Bie,ci) i = l,..., n where 0% = &l and rr 
is a permutation of 1, 2,..., n. It is easy to see and well known (see 
e.g. [9]) that the most general form of an isometry of tm,” into Q+’ 
is given by 
Tei = pi + a+,+, , l<i<fZ, 
with {z+}y$-- a regular basis fo Pm+r and xy=, 1 a, ) < 1. Hence if 
{E,)zE1 is a sequence of spaces as above we can choose a regular basis 
(~+~}~=r in every E, so that the identity map of E, into E,,, is 
given by 
Tuin = uy” + aisn,&~~ , 1 <i<n 
with Ck I a,,,+, 1 < 1. The matrix 
als2 
al.3 , a2.3 
a1.4 9 '2.4 9 Q3.4 
. . . . . . . . 
al,, B-*s s,,,, 
. . . . . . . . 
(5-l) 
determines X (up to isometry of course). The set of matrices (a,,3 
which arise in this way are exactly all the matrices (5.1) for which 
sl I ai,n 1 < 1, n = 2, 3 ,... . (5.2) 
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Thus the matrices (5.1) for which (5.2) hold describe the most 
general separable space whose dual is L, . Of course, since in a Banach 
space whose dual is L, there are many ways of choosing a monotone 
basis, the correspondence between the matrices and the spaces is not 
one to one. It is obvious for example that if ni,r = b,,l, for k 3 n and 
all i the matrices (ui,&} and (6,,,3 represent the same space. It would 
be interesting (but probably quite hard) to find a necessary and 
sufficient condition for two matrices of the form (5.1) which satisfy 
(5.2) to represent the same Banach space. The matrix representation 
gives rise to many other natural problems which are probably easier. 
For example: Under what conditions on the matrix (5.1) does the 
Banach space X represented by it belong to one of the classes defined 
in the introduction; or assuming that a matrix (5.1) represents a 
C(K), how are the topological properties of K reflected by the matrix ? 
c. In the present paper we were concerned only with the isometric 
classification and with projections of norm 1. Problems of a similar 
nature for the isomorphic classification and projections of an arbitrary 
norm are by far more complicated and (partly because of the difficulty) 
more interesting. Very little is known in this direction. Let us mention 
in particular the following three open problems. 
1. Assume that X* is isometric to an L, space. Is X isomorphic to 
a C(K) space ? 
It may be that the matrix representation described in b will be of 
some help in treating this problem for separable X. 
2. Assume that X* is isomorphic to an L, space. Is X isomorphic 
to a space I’ for which Y* is isometric to an L, space ? 
3. Is a complemented subspace of a C(K) space isomorphic to a 
C(K) space ? 
For a recent contribution related to problem 3 see Pelczynski [IO]. 
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